
STAY HOME OR CORONA 
 
LYRICS    ACTING IDEAS  

(These are just examples – feel free to use your own idea  instead of  
what is wrttine below) 
(Don’t forget to mime the words) 

        
Stay home or Corona  Mime while acting 

What a very smart phrase  Act happy to be at home doing something you enjoy 

Stay home or Corona  Reading a book some where cosy, doing something fun obviously at home 

These are crazy days  Sitting being frustrated home schooling (could include a parent giving up!) 

It means less worries  Doing something that makes you happy 

If we all stay in place   ie sitting on a couch watching tv eating comfort food,  

It’s our Quarantine  Any fun ideas, around the home, masks or something you’ve been doing a lot in quarantine 

Philosophy   Use a blackboard, easil or pretend to be teaching soft toys 

Stay home or Corona  Do something in your backyard, Jump on a trampoline,  

Stay home or Corona?  Mime out asking a question to the camera 

Yeh it’s our Motto   Mime close to camera. – or Mime while doing a skill ie leg mount or standing split 

What’s a Motto?   Act confused while miming 

Nothing! what’s the Motto with you?  As an object such as a roll of toilet paper or do something very flexible that  

looks unusual and mime what’s the matter with you 

Laughing   Act out laughing – maybe roll on the floor, fall off a chair due to laughing etc 

You know Quarantine    Pretend to be talking to a soft toy or to the camera 

Will solve all your problems Act out 

That’s right,   Mime to camera 

Take Pumba here   Point (with your hand). up or down or to one of the sides of the and we can use it to feature  

someone in the centre of the screen with lots of boxes around it.  

Why, on day one of the lockdown Something to signify day one 

On day one of the lockdown Act out hand sanitising or hand washing 

He found isolation laced a certain appeal  

Being at home was his achilles heel     Act out cleaning around the house or home schooling, 

I’m a social sort   Pretend to be on phone, and a computer or ipad at same time or having multiple 

conversations at same time, or talk to a tv 

It’s my DNA    

And it hurt to see Friends  Pretend to be on zoom waving to friends – or doing dance class on zoom 

Six feet away   Measure distance somehow – use a broom stick to show a distance between objects.  Feel  

free to involve siblings or other people 

Oh the lock down   BE DRAMATIC 



He was locked down  lie in bed under the covers only head peeping out 

The thought of going outside Stare out a window, try and walk out a door and be pulled back, dress up in protective gear 

Oh the out   Dance outside  

And I got Downhearted!   Sit with a box of tissues pretending to cry, or have a tantrum on the floor like a toddler 

How did you feel   Mime the words to camera dramatically 

Every time that   Sit in the front seat of a car and pretend to drive, pretend to be a visitor arriving at your  

house an give the person that opens the door a big hug! Ie do something that’s not allowed. 

Pumba, not in front of the viewers  Do a shocked face, or hide behind your hands, or hide behind something & peep out at camer 

 
Stay home or Corona  Pretend to boss something or someone or to the camera telling them to stay home 

What a very smart phrase   act out something that is perceived as smart 

Stay home or Corona  doing something fun that can easily be done at home ie board games 

These are crazy days  Sitting being frustrated home schooling (could include a parent giving up!) 

It means less worries  Doing something that makes you happy 

If we all stay in place   ie sitting on a couch watching tv eating comfort food,  

It’s our Quarantine  Any fun ideas, around the home, masks or something you’ve been doing a lot in quarantine 

Philosophy   Use a blackboard, easil or pretend to be teaching soft toys 

Stay home or Corona  Mime and act it out 
 
DON’T FORGET TO SEND US SOME 

• Crazy Dancing of your own 
• Made up dancing of your own (ie improvisation)  
• Skills of your own – feel free to incorporate objects like cleaning or toilet paper or shopping 

bags 
• Leaps, jumps, flexibility tricks, acrobatic tricks (send as many as you like – the more footage 

we have to work with the better 
 

Stay home or Corona   

It means less worries   

If we all stay in place     

It’s our Quarantine   

Philosophy    

Stay home or Corona  

AH WHOOOOOOO 

Stay home or Corona   

 


